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Abstract
Development of a simple, reusable stabilizer for beating heart surgery has
been long overdue. Every time a disposable stabilizer is used and discarded,
we add to the carbon footprint we leave behind. We had been working on
developing such a stabilizer, and had finally come up with a simple indigenous (reusable) metallic stabilizer (SIMS). We have used it for over 600 consecutive off pump coronary artery bypass (OPCAB) with excellent results.
The anatomy of the stabilizer is described here along with a comparison of
this stabilizer with the commercially available one.
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1. Introduction
OPCAB (off pump coronary artery bypass) has been the standard of care in a
few centers around the world. We have been performing the same for over two
decades. As one of the pioneers of this technique, we have fabricated, developed,
innovated and re-engineered this technique to perform OPCAB in all patients
needing CABG (coronary artery bypass grafting) [1]-[7]. We herewith present
our recent innovation—A simple indigenous metallic stabilizer (SIMS) which we
have used for the past three years. We have compared this with a similar number
of OPCABs done using the commercially available stabilizer in the market.
Since the arrival of the first Octopus stabilizer in the market in the late nineties, we have been using them to perform OPCAB. In our country, these stabilizers have been reused by ethylene oxide sterilization, at an average of about ten
times each so that the cost of surgery comes down.
As only 10% - 15% of our population has medical insurance the cost of sur-
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gery is usually borne by the individual. Hence bypass surgeries becomes in affordable unless the cost is contained. It has been our endeavor to bring down the
cost of cardiac surgery to the minimum, and the development of SIMS has definitely made it possible in a big way.

2. Materials and Method
Since 2015, we had started using our SIMS and by the end of 2018 we have used
them in over 600 OPCABs. We have compared this with a similar 600 OPCABs
performed using the commercially available Maquet stabilizers which we have
been using for the last ten years. We have compared the ability of these two stabilizers in performing anastomosis in all the walls of the heart and to perform
the grafts on all the coronary arteries we needed to graft. The comparative chart
is provided in Table 1. We have noticed that both the stabilizers have been proficient in stabilizing in every region of the heart and once we started off with using SIMS, we have never ever had to go back on to these commercially available
stabilizers ever again. The way to use this stabilizer is shown in the link provided
in the last paragraph.
The interesting aspect is that we have used only two sets of SIMS stabilizers all
through to perform these 600 OPCABs, without any need to replace them, and
that its still being used. The only part that has to be changed every 5 to 10 cases
was the stabilizer pods (Photo 1).
SIMS (simple indigenous metallic stabilizer)
The SIMS comes as a combo device (Photo 2), which is made of a sternal
spreader with a railing on both sides (Photo 3) over which a vertical two inch
metallic rod (Photo 4) could be fixed with a screw and its position could be
moved according to the position of the coronary artery which needed to be bypassed. Over this metal rod, we have the stabilizer rod that is fixed at its base
with another clamp, which in turn could be moved over the metal rod to which
ever position we need. The stabilizer rod is in fact a curved metallic tube which
houses another curved metal rod inside. The curved outer tube has a distal metal
end that holds a housing in which the pod head (Photo 5) could be moved
around. This housing has three slots which allows the pod to move in them until
it is positioned. The proximal end of the outer tube has a screw which when
screwed, would tighten the inner rod. The inner rod at its distal end is convex
and this moves on the concave end of the interlocking rod in front of it. The interlocking rod is the crux of the stabilizer (sent for patenting). This is a half a
centimetre piece of metal which is concave on both ends. The proximal concave
end allows the metal rod to push it forward or distally, and the distal concave bit
allows the head of the pod to rest on it. Hence when the pod is placed parallel to
the coronary artery, we first tighten the rod in the intended position and the pod
is positioned by tightening the screw at the proximal end. This screw in turn
pushes the inner rod forward, which in turn pushes the interlocking rod which
tighten and stabilizes the head of the pod in the desired position. This once positioned is so stable that it does not move at all. The pod has suckers like in the
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Table 1. Showing comparison of maquet stabilizer with SIMS.
Vessels

Maquet

SIMS

Total Number of OPCAB Patients

600

600

Male

531

514

Female

69

86

LAD

589

592

SVG TO LAD

2

0

Diagonal

3

3

LIMA

PDA

0

1

OM

3

2

RAMUS

3

2

Total LIMA
RIMA

RADIAL

600

600

LAD

1

2

OM

0

5

Distal CX

1

4

PDA

0

1

OM

0

1

LAD

2

0

Diagonal

185

210

RI

96

104

OM

370

422

Distal CX

105

59

Acute Marg

14

4

SVG

RCA

17

15

PDA

289

301

59

90

Total SVG

PLV

1137

1205

CKD

68 (11.3%)

77 (12.8%)

IABP

25 (4.16%)

4 (0.6%)

Mortality

4 (0.6%)

2 (0.3%)

11,364 (19.34 HRS)

11,246 (18.14 HRS)

Purchased Quantity (Cost for 1)

37 (@1000usd per piece)

2 SET-with 20 PODS

Total Cost for Stabilizer

USD-37,000/-

USD-4000/-

Total Cost For 2 Spreader

USD -11,500/-

Comes with stabilizer

Grand Total

USD-48,500/-

USD-4000/-

Post OP Ventilation HRS (Average)
Costing

IN per Centage
MAQUET

SIMS

Male

88.50%

Male

85.66%

Female

11.50%

Female

14.34%

CKD

11.33%

CKD

12.83%

Conversion

0.00%

Conversion

0.00%

IABP

4.16%

IABP

0.60%

Average No. of Grafts

2.89

No. of Grafts

3.0

Mortality

0.60%

Mortality

0.30%
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Photo 1. SIMS (simple indigenous metallic stabilizer).

Photo 2. SIMS, a combo device.

Photo 3. Sternal spreader with a railing on both sides.
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Photo 4. Vertical two inch metallic rod.

Photo 5. The stabilizer rod.

conventional stabilizers, which could be attached to the suction apparatus and
used as suction stabilizer as well. Over time, once we get used to the stabilizer we
can avoid the suction unless it is absolutely needed.

3. Results
When we compared the 600 patients who underwent OPCAB using our SIMS
with an equal number of patients who had OPCAB done using Maquet stabilizer, we found that there were no significant difference in any of the clinical parameters we compared. In fact, we noticed that the male, female ratio were similar
in both the groups. The target vessel grafted and the conduits used were also
similar in both the groups. The only factor we noticed in the clinical data was
that there was a significant number of patients who had IABP use in the Maquet
group compared to the SIMS group. Though none of these patients had to be
DOI: 10.4236/wjcd.2019.95028
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converted on to the heart lung machine. In fact we had published our last data
on our OPCABs which showed that over the last ten years we have had no conversions on to the Cardio-pulmonary bypass so far [8].

4. Discussion
OPCAB surgery started in the early nineties after Buffalo (1985) and Benetti
(1991) reported their individual papers on how they had been able to perform
coronary bypass surgery without going on the heart lung machine [9] [10].
These publications stimulated our group to start performing OPCABs in all patients who had to undergo CABG. The Utrecht group published (1996) their seminal article after which the name Octopus became a name synonymous with
beating heart surgery [11]. This was the first commercially available stabilizer
that was available to perform OPCAB in all the coronary arteries around the
heart. After that many disposable stabilizers came into the market and have remained so far. But the need to be able to reuse and recycle these stabilizers made
us research for developing an indigenous reusable metallic stabilizer which could
be used as any surgical steel instrument [12].
Development of this stabilizer actually brought down our carbon foot print
significantly that the last 600 odd patients could undergo OPCAB with the
same device and only the pods have been changed frequently. Hence apart
from saving on cost incurred per patient, it has also improved our expertise to
perform such surgeries. Hence with increasing expertise in OPCAB surgery,
we hope that this type of instrumentation would be able to make inroads into
developing this specialty and that after a decade on pump CABG would be a
thing of the past.
We have also uploaded videos which how SIMS has been used by us in different positions of the heart in youtube. That can be seen on clicking this link or
copy pasting this. The youtube link is
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLmvb6npEfabinhlatq8IYLBz8WlHo8bu1.
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